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Reassess Progress, the third iteration of the Here+Now project 
which provides opportunities for emerging artists and curators 
to present their work and ideas in a broader public gallery 
forum, is currently on exhibition at Wollongong Art Gallery.
Developed by emerging curator Xanthe Barker and showcasing 
the work of five young local artists, the exhibition looks at issues 
surrounding notions of progress imbedded in our history and 
culture that are ubiquitous and continue to resonate today. 
Reassess Progress proposes that the acceptance of change 
based on short term wins and benefits and the ‘guarantee’ of 
a better future inevitably turns into the ashes of a promised 
neverland.
Drawing together artists working with many different sets of 
life experience, knowledge, and art practices the exhibition 
elucidates how history can be erased, rewritten, and asserted 
anew.
Working with practices that range from audio-visual work, 
installation, textile, painting and sculpture the participating 
artists have created individual and personal modes of 
communication to counter expected and more staid and static 
ways of representing our tenuous acceptance of progress and 
its hollow promises. Reassess Progress proposes that our tacit 
acceptance of the status quo contributes to and exacerbates 
the ongoing and unresolved cultural, environmental, and 
psychological impacts that have real and tangible impacts on 
people and community currently and into the future.
The artists consider how we might construct more inclusive 
narratives and bring new perspectives to ongoing conversations 
surrounding natural, cultural, and personal responsibility and 
historical memory that have repercussions across communities.
We would like to thank the participating artists Eloise Cleary, 
Gavin Coote, Fabric & Flora, Dakota Feirer and Lucia Hayes for 
sharing their work, questioning the established status quo, and 
proposing new and different possibilities when we consider 
the impacts of progress on our lives. Finally, we extend our 
thanks and appreciation to visiting curator Xanthe Barker for 
her commitment to Wollongong Art Gallery’s Here+Now project 
and for sharing her exhibition Reassess Progress with us.
We hope to see you here.

John Monteleone 
Program Director, Wollongong Art Gallery
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Image left: Eloise Cleary, Bad Faith (detail), 2022, mixed media sculpture,  
6 panels each 200x100x20cm.

Cover image: Gavin Coote, Seafood Extender, 2022, acrylic and ink on canvas. 
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I was driving north through Woonona, just on the 
eastern side of the train line, only a few suburbs 
from where I live. I saw a pile of things on the nature 
strip – a weathered coffee table, an electric heater, a 
couple of Razor scooters and other odds and ends. 
This leaving-unwanted-things-on-the-side-of-the-
road, I think, is a uniquely Australian practice, part of 
the national unspoken vernacular – if it’s on the strip 
of grass between the road and the footpath (which I 
have since learned is called ‘the verge’), it’s fair game. 
These items have been officially and silently declared 
unwanted by those who dwell in the suburban home 
behind them, and they are freely available to any 
passer-by with the means to carry them away. By  
and large, this particular ‘verge market’ was made  
up of books. I chucked a U-ie, pulled up in front of 
the pile of stuff and started thumbing through hard 
and soft covers.  
I was restrained and only took 4 books. A cobalt 
blue, hard cover took my fancy the most (pictured 
to the right). It’s called The Path of Progress, written 
by Hugh Copeland and published in Sydney in 1934. 
It is about the deforestation and development of 
the Gippsland region in Victoria. Development is a 
vague word that has come to signify the building 
of infrastructure that serves contemporary human 
society. The tone of the book expresses that the 
clearing of the “dense” and “impenetrable” forest 
was a feat of humanity, a battle between man and 
nature that man triumphantly won. This was the 
epitome of progress. The Path to Progress reminisces 
and romanticises the ‘taming’ of nature so that it 
succumbs to the power and the needs of man. This 
idea of progress, deeply embedded in the white 
Australian narrative and bound up in notions of 
pioneering and power was also entwined with an 
optimism that humanity could move toward and  
into Utopia. 
I don’t intend to condemn Copeland’s book. It is 
a product of its time, and it is unfair to judge it 
in retrospect. Rather, I want to suggest that the 
fundamental principles of progress, celebrated in 
this book (and many others I’m sure), remain the 
same today. What constitutes progress, however, is 
different for everyone and in a diverse country like 
Australia, often leads to heated disputes.  
Reassess Progress brings together 5 young artists 
connected to the Illawarra, each of whom uniquely 
takes issue with the notion of progress in the 
contemporary Australian context.  

Dakota Feirer’s work challenges the assumption 
that progress is necessarily a linear pursuit, moving 
forward towards Utopia, proposing instead that 
progress might be within our cathartic exchanges 
with the world. Feirer, a Bundjalung-Gumbaynggirr 
storyteller, presents his audio-visual work Smoke 
& Water III, a collage of poetry, sound and moving 
image gathered from Walbunja-Yuin, Dharawal and 
Gadigal Country. Feirer’s spoken words ring through 
the exhibition space, they are inescapable. The piece, 
on loop, alludes to the cyclic nature of life. It asks us 
to contemplate our legacy as individuals and as a 
community – would our ancestors be proud of us? Will 
our children be proud of us when we have passed on 
our custodianship to them? Smoke & Water III is raw 
and honest in acknowledging the artist’s ‘privilege-
burden’ of caring for Country and by extension, for 
himself. “Above all,” Feirer says, “it shifts notions of 
progress from neoliberal materialities to conscious 
relationships with Country, self and one another.” 
Feirer finds solace in the irrefutable truth of water and 
smoke – elements inextricable from life.  

Lucia Hayes’ piece is about seeking refuge from the 
chaos of modern life within her inner self. Progress 
is so often associated with altering and controlling 
the world around us. Lucia Hayes’ The Home Inside 
Myself rejects this assumption suggesting instead that 
the path to Utopia is a personal journey. Hayes was 
inspired by 16th Century philosophers Thoreau and 
Rousseau who find that wealth is not about money, 
but about closeness to nature and to the self, since 
we are all one in the same as nature. The Home Inside 
Myself represents the sanctuary within our bodies. It is 
a glowing, dreamlike tent, and it asks us to look inward 
for progress. With this gentle, suspended installation, 
Hayes is reimagining a world where progress means to 
work on or be at ease with(in) the self.  

Fabric & Flora home in on production and waste in 
the fashion and textiles industry. Threads of Change 
made from fabrics the group diverted from landfill, 
speaks to the impact of unmanageable fabric 
pollution, about having too much stuff. It is a layered 
and sprawling installation that is simultaneously 
grotesque and wonderful. Threads of Change is one 
of the more optimistic works in the exhibition. The 
group’s signature, playful, floral composition both 
warns of the dangers of too much of a good thing, 
while assuring us that we have the means to turn  
this ship around and make something beautiful. To 
find Utopia.  

Gavin Coote has developed an impressive body of 
work, collectively titled Free range pests at a carbon-
neutral BBQ bash. In this series of paintings, he 
introduces us to a disparate cast of characters each 
with their own opinion of what progress looks like. 
The works look at the destructive quality of progress 
and asks if it is inevitable that human progress 
comes at the expense of Country? Are humans 
not one and the same as Country? And if so, is 
progress in the form of development and destruction 
not self-sabotage? Coote employs satire and 
anthropomorphism to make these touchy subjects 
light and approachable.  

Eloise Cleary presents her sculptural triptych, Bad 
Faith. It is deeply personal, the complex and nuanced 
result of the artist’s exploration of her own psyche as 
she worked to confront her existential dread. Cleary 
grapples with the concept of God, of death and of 
determinism. Bad Faith is a chaotic assemblage of 
the stuff so pervasive in contemporary life. “Mass 
production, money, industry, fashion, sex, film, 
magazines, advertising, products, self-worth and how 
we carry ourselves as a society are all vital organs in 
her creative process” the artist’s statement reads. It 
signals Cleary’s succumbing to the noise; it is a cry 
for help that speaks on behalf of humanity. Cleary 

reveals the irony of chasing Utopia by suggesting 
that progress, like the cycle of life inevitably leads 
to death and destruction. But in referencing life as 
a cycle, she leaves room to reimagine progress not 
as linear, but as circular. What legacy do you want 
to leave? How do you want to find Earth upon your 
rebirth? Can we reverse the damage done? 
The lively celebration of progress that once flooded 
Australian discourse and characterised the spirit 
of the late 19th Century, has now simmered down 
and congealed into the everyday fabric of society, 
permitting these values to now go unquestioned, 
maybe even unnoticed. We keep making stuff, 
without asking, ‘Is this of benefit to the individual? To 
the community? To Country?’. 
Which brings me back to the verge market. There’s 
just a lot of stuff. There are piles of stuff everywhere 
- we’re all buying stuff, selling stuff, making machines 
to make more stuff. As if stuff and progress are 
somehow synonymous. Reassess Progress seeks 
to dust off the idea of progress, examine it and 
reconsider if it is still bringing humanity closer to 
Utopia. Who profits from progress and who carries 
the burden?
Xanthe Barker 
Curator 
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LUCIA  
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Lucia Hayes’s art practice reflects on our relationship to 
self through performance, sculpture and installation. These 
reflections often materialise as voyages into vast landscapes 
where space is held and felt through the portal that is our 
physical bodies. In her practice Lucia strives to LISTEN to the 
world, inside her and outside. Lucia draws inspiration from 
wind patterns, classical theatre, sensory experience, singing, 
emotional worlds and the essence of what makes us human. 
Lucia holds a Bachelor of Fine Arts from the University of 
NSW and resides in her hometown, Thirroul.

I believe that due to the relentless nature of a world obsessed 
with ‘progress’, the idea of human spirit has been greatly 
abstracted. My installation The Home Inside Myself suggests 
that Utopia already exists, and that it is within us, it is the 
part of us that we often forget as we grow up. I was obsessed 
with small spaces as a child as this is where I felt safe, soft 
and free. I believe there is a delicate light flickering, an ember 
burning within everyone and it is only when we start to 
trust in the fullness of that feeling, that we can begin to feel 
what it’s like to be truly free. I was inspired by 18th Century 
philosophers Thoreau and Rousseau who find that real wealth 
is not about money but about closeness to nature and to the 
self, since we are all one in the same as nature. 

3.

Image: The Home Inside Myself, 2022, 
installation: georgette, bamboo, lights, 
water, mirror, variable dimensions.



ELOISE 
CLEARY

Eloise Cleary is a multidisciplinary artist living in Austinmer, 
New South Wales. Cleary has a degree in Fine Arts from 
the University of Wollongong and studied music theory and 
performance in Sydney. Cleary works with craft mediums, 
painting, illustration, digital photography and sculpture. 

If you’re anything like me, existential dread kept you 
pissing the bed until you were 12 years old, and childhood 
nightmares were as inevitable as death. 
Bad Faith presents questions, not answers. I’ve examined 
existentialism and humankinds’ relationship with 
progress. Are we better off today than before we became 
agriculturalists? Are we destined to chase a Utopian way 
of life, while at the same time travelling further and further 
away from it? Does progression only lead to death just like 
everything else? Did a ‘God’ create the world but has since 
remained indifferent to it? So in turn C’est la vie?
My philosophical judgement won’t say ‘yes’ or ‘no’, ‘right’ or 
‘wrong’, so neither does my work. French Philosopher Jean-
Paul Sartre said, “You can do what your parents, church or 
government says but those authorities are just people like 
you, people who don’t have any answers, people who had to 
figure out for themselves how to live”. We are painfully free.  
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Image: Bad Faith (detail), 2022, mixed media sculpture,
6 panels each 200x100x20cm.



Dakota Feirer is a Bundjalung man who has grown up 
on Dharawal and Yuin Lands. Dakota’s work consists of 
poems, stories and reflections that critically engage  
with trauma, Country, spirit and healing; all of which 
informed his recent thesis which explored Indigenous 
cultural sovereignty in the 21st century. Dakota believes 
in healing Country and our communities through art  
and storytelling.

Water & Smoke III is a contemplative mosaic of sound, 
poetry and film gathered from Country from south to 
north including Walbunja-Yuin, Dharawal and Gadigal 
Country. The calling and signalling to Country that we 
are approaching with accountability and respect to do 
business – in this case, to cleanse and yarn ‘progress’ 
– opens up the exhibition space itself, and calls on the 
power of Country on which the Gallery stands. 
Water & Smoke III is a dance of duality and coexistence. 
More intimately, the visual story provides a window into 
the life, pressures, and recluse of the artist. An abstract 
portrait of a young man bearing the privilege and 
burden of cultural responsibility. The responsibility being: 
practicing and continuing culture in a bleeding world, 
whilst keeping his spirit intact.
Water & Smoke III acknowledges the living legacy  
and was created in loving memory of Uncle Max 
Dulumunmun Harrison. 

DAKOTA  
FEIRER
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Image: (detail) Water & Smoke III (still), 2021, video, 10:00:00.



GAVIN  
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Gavin Coote is a painter, printmaker and journalist from 
regional NSW and currently based in Sydney. In this series 
the artist draws on his own experiences of living in the bush 
and on the coast to grapple with the issues, sprinkling a little 
bit of humour along the way. 

In this series of works, we meet a disparate range of 
characters, plucked out of the suburbs, the coastal towns 
and from outback, into the brown interior of our continent. 
We meet characters who have firm ideas of progress - but 
exactly what this progress looks like differs greatly. Some 
concepts of progress come at the expense of other people, 
creatures and the environment, while others are somewhat 
more altruistic. We meet a community of anthropomorphised 
figures, some are central to decision-making processes, while 
others are outliers. This series of works encourages viewers to 
identify the characters with people - real or imagined - who 
meditate on notions of progress, and to form interpretations 
as to whether this progress works for, or against, humanity 
and ecology. By reimagining these community members 
and misfits as various fauna, while retaining human-like 
behaviours and speech, the paintings explore the uneasy 
relationship between human and nature. 

Image: Hoggin’ the weekend trails, 
acrylic on canvas, 77x61cm. 



Fabric & Flora is an artist collective focused on creating artworks 
with sustainability, flowers and textiles in mind. Emerging from 
the University of Wollongong, Miranda, Tania, Rachel and Bree 
crossed paths in their Visual Arts and Graphic Design classes 
throughout their bachelor’s degrees more than four years ago. 
The multimedia group practice textile design, fabric dyeing, 
painting, collage, photography and digital illustration. The 
Illawarra has been a place for the artist collective to grow, learn 
and inspire their sustainable practice. 

Of the 100 billion items of clothing produced yearly worldwide, 
three in five will be discarded within the year. Threads of Change 
recontextualises textile waste into a confronting work where we 
consider the impact of our textile footprint. By allowing parts of 
the work to overflow and intrude on the viewers space, the work 
emphasises the impact of unmanageable fabric pollution, while 
simultaneously floral areas of the work portray the possibility for 
waste to become something beautiful. 
Made entirely from clothes diverted from landfill Threads of 
Change incorporates over one hundred hand-cut flowers. 
Parts of the work overflow and protrude in a mess of tangled 
threads, contrasting to the carefully crafted flowers. Upon closer 
inspection, small care tags, sewn thread and visible mending can 
be seen.
Each flower is hand crafted from various items of clothing that 
were rejected by secondhand shops. The artwork calls upon 
viewers to question the lifetime of an item of clothing before its 
purchase in one step towards a more sustainable utopia.

FABRIC  
& FLORA

Image left: Threads of Change, 2022, installation: various fabrics, safety pins, 
curtainon backing interface, 250x200cm.

Image right: (L-R) Rachel Abbott, Miranda Tom, Breanna Antone, Tania Gabis.
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Corner Kembla & Burelli streets Wollongong  
phone 02 4227 8500   
www.wollongongartgallery.com 
www.facebook/wollongongartgallery 
open Tues-Fri 10am-5pm  
weekends 12-4pm

Wollongong Art Gallery is a service of Wollongong City Council, 
and is a member of Regional and Public Galleries of NSW.
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